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Abstract

The subject of this thesis is Robert Morrison's *A Dictionary of the Chinese Language*, the first Chinese and English bilingual dictionary published in the world. Unlike the usual bilingual dictionary, which generally contains only translation equivalents and illustrative examples, *A Dictionary of the Chinese Language* gives a lot more. In an attempt to introduce Chinese culture to Westerners, Morrison adopted a culture-oriented approach in his dictionary — he incorporated information about Chinese culture into entries of the dictionary. The information incorporated was selected and translated by Morrison from original Chinese works.

Three factors accounting for Morrison's adoption of a culture-oriented approach in his dictionary are identified — the Protestant mission of Morrison, Morrison's view of cross-cultural communication between China and the West, and the patronage of the East India Company. These factors are found to have in turn governed the types of cultural information Morrison selected for translation and inclusion in his dictionary. In addition, it is found that the factors also had a direct bearing on the translation principle and translation strategies Morrison employed in his dictionary.

Finally, the implications of Morrison's culture-oriented approach for today's bilingual lexicography, with special reference to dictionaries dealing with Chinese and English, and the possibility of incorporating the culture-oriented approach into the production of interactive electronic bilingual dictionaries are explored.
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